


Made with gold plated brass and fine handmade crystal tubes, 
this simple yet elegant design is ideal to bring luxury into any 
interior it is placed on. Use it in pairs or as a picture light.

WATERFALL II
BIG WALL

GET PRICE
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The Empire wall gets its inspiration on The Empire State 
Building and that’s why this creation is so powerful and 
capable to transform every space in a stunning scenario.

EMPIRE
WALL

GET PRICE
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WATERFALL
WALL

An elegant and modern wall lighting 
made of gold plated brass and 
handmade crystal glass tubes.

BURJ
WALL

This wal l  f ixture ful ly made of gold 
plated brass transmits elegance and 
sophist icat ion. 

TYCHO SMALL
WALL

Following the creation line, the small 
version of Tycho Wall creates a 
cosmopolitan luxury environment that 
conveys an intimate lighting as its 
building inspiration and its reflection on 
the water. 

TYCHO
WALL

Ideal combination to be used as a single 
wall lighting or in harmony with other 
elements in the same area.

WATERFALL II
WALL

This piece from the waterfall collection 
brings simplicity and elegance to every 
environment.

BURJ II
WALL

Burj II Like a symbol of modern age and 
luxury, Burj conveys the intimate lighting 
using gold plated brass and crystal glass.

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE GET PRICE
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LIBERTY II 
SMALL
WALL

Elegance and 
sophistication
Wall lamps are excellent and essential 
complements to any interior design project. 
These elements aim to punctually light 
the space, creating a focus of light in the 
environment and highlighting other pieces.

Born from a collection that has never 
ceased to inspire us, this new design 
is an elegant wall lamp that will bring 
harmony into any interior.

WATERFALL XL
WALL

This piece is a larger version of the 
standard, and is meant to decorate 
magnificent spaces.

SMALL WALL

An extravagant and modern chandelier 
with a twist, granted by the vintage-
looking crystals. 

EMPIRE II
WALL

The elegant and extravagant lines of our 
Empire family deserve another homage 
in this Empire Wall II.

WALL

A beautiful sight inspired by the subtle 
forms of the Trump lineage. 

GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE

TRUMP

TYCHO TORCH
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TRUMP

TYCHO TORCH SCALA
PLAFOND

Functional, 
powerful and 
harmonious
Plafonds are the ideal choice for those seeking 
a statement lamp that will stand out from the 
crowd. Combining the most luxurious design 
with exquisite handmade materials Luxxu’ 
presents a powerful and harmonious approach to 
contemporary luxury.

Designed to add a little more life and 
light to a luxurious ambiance.

WATERFALL 
SPUTNIK
PLAFOND

Immerse into the Waterfall Sputnik 
Plafond, a lighting fixture made with 
gold-plated brass and a series of ribbed 
crystal tubes. 

PLAFOND

The McQueen Plafond is a meticulously 
designed object, perfect to complement 
the boldest projects.

MAJESTIC
PLAFOND

Our Majestic collection enhances a 
romantic and daring form. This plafond 
made of gold plated brass and crystal 
glass is a piece full of personality.

PLAFOND

Offering a functional lighting solution, 
the Empire plafond brings a twist with a 
square shape.

GET PRICE

GET PRICE

GET PRICE

GET PRICE GET PRICE

MCQUEEN

EMPIRE SQUARE
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WATERFALL 
SPUTNIK PLAFOND

PLAFOND

MCQUEEN

EMPIRE SQUARE

EMPIRE  CHANDELIER - The Empire plafond was made not only to offer the best functional lighting, but also to decorate any space with its glaring and sublime design.

GET PRICE



Just like telescopes were an innovation, Gamma Table Lamp 
is a new take on adjustable table lamps. Thanks to its rotating 
arm, its light can be directed and is the ideal choice for a 
desk or nightstand. A modern creation featuring a marble 
base, and a crystal glass and gold-plated brass body.

GAMMA
TABLE LAMP

GET PRICE



GAMMA
TABLE LAMP



The Waterfall Table Lamp gives a new glamorous expression 
of the Waterfall lighting, to accomplish a wider and complete 
range that will light your space. This unique table lamp has 
a series of ripped fine tubes of handmade crystal glass 
flowing over tubular shapes in gold plated brass. It combines 
a smooth and beautiful base, made of Emperador marble, 
that makes the Waterfall Table Lamp unique and immersive.

WATERFALL
TABLE LAMP

GET PRICE





A representation of the architectural lines of lighthouses 
in the shape of a table lamp. A marble base supports the 
delicate crystals topped with a brass plate. Pharo I is the 
perfect finishing touch for any desk or bedside table.

PHARO I
TABLE LAMP

GET PRICE
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The Liberty Table Lamps is born from a collection that has 
never ceased to inspire us. Likewise, LUXXU wants you to 
be inspired by this elegant piece, designed to give a subtill 
yet inescapable richness to any room. This highly detailed 
combination of brass and crystal glass with marble creates 
a sublime piece of design.

LIBERTY
TABLE LAMP

GET PRICE







The ribbed crystal in this collection, evoking the reflection 
pattern on water of the Tycho Planetarium, gave place 
to another elegantly cosmopolitan piece of lighting. This 
Tycho Table Lamp, made in brass and crystal glass, was 
designed to fit perfectly any modern ambiance, conveying 
a touch of timeless harmony.

TYCHO
TABLE LAMP

GET PRICE
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A representation of the architectural lines of lighthouses 
in the shape of a table lamp. A marble base supports 
the delicate crystals topped with a brass plate. Pharo II 
and its tubular shape will bring the finishing touch any 
surface deserves.

PHARO II
TABLE LAMP

GET PRICE





Maintaining the elegant and feminine vibe of the entire 
family, this McQueen floor lamp will certainly brighten 
everything around it. The perfect and complex combination 
of gold plated hammered leaves with amber Swarovski 
crystals encompasses a dainty light refraction pattern that 
will shed its light on everything around it. The romantic 
and creative nature of this piece provides an artistic and 
glamorous feeling to any project.

MCQUEEN
FLOOR 

GET PRICE



MCQUEEN
FLOOR 





Although the inspiration of this floor light is still a myth, 
the elegance present in every crystal is real. We brought 
the fantasy of detail to reality through these magnificent 
and lush crystals.

BABEL 
FLOOR 

GET PRICE



Giving the Tycho a different twist, but maintaining the 
same elegant and timeless vibe, this floor lamp is the 
perfect complement for any project. The ribbed crystals 
create a unique light refraction that will set the tone for a 
charming and exquisite ambiance.

TYCHO 
FLOOR 

GET PRICE
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Draycott takes a different posture to create an elegant 
standing gold plated brass item with subtle lines, 
complemented by delicate crystals tubes like the 
original inspiration. Sober and exquisite, transmitting 
elegance and purity to every space, this floor lighting 
was designed to bring the most luxurious pleasure to 
any contemporary ambiance.

DRAYCOTT
FLOOR 

GET PRICE





A statement floor lamp that will light up every room with 
its exuberant shape. Inspired by our Empire family, the 
Empire floor is made of crystal glass and complemented 
by a gold plated brass vigorous standing.

EMPIRE
FLOOR 

GET PRICE


